Asia-Pacific is on the rise and so are its expectations!

DELIVERING NOTICEABLE VALUE…

Asia-Pacific companies are rapidly evolving into major world players, competing
with long-standing international organizations in their quest for growth. As a result,
their expectations are rising. They want more efficient supply chains, higher safety
standards, the latest best practices and service operators capable of managing
complex fiscal, administrative and foreign-exchange environments. Their own
employees expect more Quality of Life services and local governments demand
more-responsible activities.
In a nutshell, everyone expects more! That's where Sodexo comes in, to help you
match and even surpass these expectations.

THE STRENGTH, THE EXPERIENCE AND THE WILL
Few companies can compete with Sodexo's regional coverage, let alone with the quality and experience of our
people. With 15 years of regional expertise, a robust network and a majority of ISO-certified countries, we're
vested for the long term. So wherever our clients need to go, they can count on us to go with them.
This is particularly valuable for clients operating barges, offshore drilling rigs or multiple sites and who expect
the same level of service at each one.

RELIABLE, HIGH-PERFORMANCE SUPPLY CHAINS
Asia-Pacific is competitive! So being able to guarantee an effective regional supply chain is vital. With strategically
situated hubs in Singapore, Perth and Shanghai we're able to purchase from the best sources, at the best
prices! In Shanghai, our sourcing center buys directly from the manufacturers and sends regular shipments to
our operations throughout the region. In Singapore, our dedicated base supports offshore clients with their new
builds, upgrades or rigs in transit. We cover the region's shipyards and logistic bases and help clients renovate
or design new accommodation units, mobilize rigs, or organize tows to anywhere in the world.

Attracting a quality workforce in such a high-growth, multi-cultural region is not easy, but retaining it can
be even harder. Sodexo Symmetry, introduced in Australia in 2005, is a lifestyle-enhancement program
specially designed to increase employee retention levels. By adopting our services, many of our clients
have seen an increase in their employee retention levels, demonstrating once again the value we bring on site.

…FROM VILLAGE CONSTRUCTION TO DECOMMISSIONING
Our Total Remote Site Solutions offer is unique; it provides proven, best-in-class service, safety and
fully integrated remote-site solutions tailored to onshore and offshore sites alike. It spans the entire lifecycle
of your project, from the design, construction and site operation and production, to the decommissioning
and site rehabilitation. And to keep things simple, we provide clients with a single point of contact.

A WIN-WIN SITUATION FOR ALL
We know the importance of providing tangible value to the host country and the communities surrounding
each project. Our Community Content program Xchange endeavors to employ local workers and use
local suppliers beyond company and government requirements. It establishes durable long-term
partnerships with local companies and organizations, and it benefits local communities even after
you move on. In Australia, our proprietary “Resource Recovery Program” aims to achieve a zeroenvironmental-footprint result for our services on camp. Our proactive approach yields a win-win
situation for everyone.

THOUSANDS OF MILES FROM NOWHERE
BP's Tangguh LNG project is about as remote as you can get. Located in Irian Jaya, Indonesia, it's thousands
of kilometers from Jakarta and hundreds of kilometers by ocean from the nearest logistics base. But despite
its isolated location, Sodexo Remote Sites has been bringing valuably innovative services to them since 2002.
In an amazing 70 days from the initial contract date, Sodexo was able to commission, mobilize and operate
a 150-man camp - ahead of schedule and on budget! Today, our broad range of services covers everything
from catering and laundry to transportation and lifting equipment, and complies with benchmark HSE standards.
What's more, we've been able to ensure that 40 % of employees are local hires and 10 % of supplies are
purchased locally, helping BP demonstrate its solid commitment to the surrounding communities.
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